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Abstract
The lattice QCD analyses of the HAL QCD Collaboration predicts a strongly attractive potential
in the ΩN 5S2 channel which supports a bound state. In this paper we show that this ΩN channel
together with the NN 3S1 channel give rise to a Ωd bound state in the state with maximal spin
(I, JP ) = (0, 5/2+) with a binding energy of ∼ 17 MeV.
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The ΩN interaction is expected to lack a repulsive core since the quark flavors of the
nucleon are different from those of the omega so that the Pauli exclusion principle can
not act [1]. The very recent lattice QCD results for baryon-baryon interactions obtained
at nearly physical quark masses by the HAL QCD Collaboration [2] show that the ΩN
interaction in the 5S2 channel is strongly attractive such that it supports a bound state as
indicated by the effective-range expansion k cotδ(k)/mpi at low energies. There are already
estimations of observables in heavy-ion collisions from the experiments at RHIC and LHC
to show experimentally the strong pΩ interaction [3].
In a very recent work [4] Sekihara, Kamiya and Hyodo have developed a model to study
the origin of the attraction in the ΩN 5S2 interaction. They constructed an equivalent local
potential for the ΩN 5S2 interaction which reproduces the ΩN
5S2 scattering amplitude of
Ref. [2]. The long range part of the potential is based on η meson exchange and correlated
two mesons in the scalar-isoscalar channel, denoted by ”σ” in the literature. The short
range part is represented by a contact interaction and they also added the box diagrams
with intermediate ΛΞ, ΣΞ, and ΛΞ(1530) channels where the first two are inelastic ones so
that they generate an imaginary part for the potential. Our purpose in this work is to make
use of that interaction together with the Malfliet-Tjon model of Ref. [5] for the 3S1 NN
potential to study the Ωd system in the maximal spin channel, (I, JP ) = (0, 5/2+).
It is worth to emphasize that ΩN system in the 5S2 channel cannot couple to the lower
channels ΛΞ or ΣΞ where these last ones are in a S wave state, so that the width of the
ΩN bound state is expected to be very small. Similarly, by choosing the Ωd in the maximal
spin channel (I, JP ) = (0, 5/2+) the coupling to the lower channels ΛΞN and ΣΞN does not
involve the ΛΞ and ΣΞ S waves, so that the width of a Ωd bound state is also expected to
be small.
In order to solve the ΩNN three-body problem we use the method of Ref. [6] where the
two-body amplitudes are expanded in terms of Legendre polynomials. Taking into account
that two of the particles are identical and assuming that particle 1 is the Ω and the identical
particles 2 and 3 are the two nucleons, there are only two independent interactions; V1(r)
which is the NN interaction in the 3S1 channel and V2(r) which is the ΩN interaction in the
5S2 channel. Thus, the Faddeev equations for the bound state problem of the Ωd system in
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the (I, JP ) = (0, 5/2+) channel take the simple form [6],
T n2 (q2) =
∑
m
∫ ∞
0
dq3K
nm(q2, q3;E)T
m
2 (q3) , (1)
where
Knm(q2, q3;E) = A
nm
23 (q2, q3;E) +
∑
l
∫ ∞
0
dq1A
nl
31(q2, q1;E)A
lm
13 (q1, q3;E) , (2)
and
Anmij (qi, qj ;E) =
∑
r
τnri (E − q
2
i /2νi)
q2j
2
∫ 1
−1
d cosθ
Pr(x
′
i)Pm(xj)
E − p2j/2ηj − q
2
j/2νj
, (3)
τnri (e) =
2n+ 1
2
2m+ 1
2
∫ 1
−1
dxi
∫ 1
−1
dx′i Pn(xi)ti(xi, x
′
i; e)Pr(x
′
i) , (4)
xi =
pi − b
pi + b
. (5)
pi and qi are the magnitude of the Jacobi relative momenta,
~pi =
mk~kj −mj~kk
mj +mk
, (6)
~qi =
mi(~kj + ~kk)− (mj +mk)~ki
mi +mj +mk
; (7)
while ηi and νi are the corresponding reduced masses,
ηi =
mjmk
mj +mk
, (8)
νi =
mi(mj +mk)
mi +mj +mk
. (9)
ti(xi, x
′
i; e) corresponds to the off-shell two-body t−matrix ti(pi, p
′
i; e) through the transfor-
mation (5), with b a scale parameter on which the solution does not depend. The off-shell
two-body t−matrices are obtained by solving the Lippmann-Schwinger equation,
ti(pi, p
′
i; e) = Vi(pi, p
′
i) +
∫ ∞
0
p′′i
2
dp′′i Vi(pi, p
′′
i )
1
e− p′′i
2/2ηi + iǫ
ti(p
′′
i , p
′
i; e) . (10)
In the case of the NN subsystem the two-body potential in configuration space is given
by [5],
V1(r) =
2∑
n=1
Cn
exp(−µnr)
r
, (11)
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with C1 = −626.885 MeV fm, C2 = 1438.72 MeV fm, µ1 = 1.55 fm
−1, and µ2 = 3.11 fm
−1.
In momentum space we have,
V1(p1, p
′
1) =
1
2πp1p′1
2∑
n=1
Cn ln
[
(p1 + p
′
1)
2 + µ2n
(p1 − p′1)
2 + µ2n
]
. (12)
In the case of the ΩN subsystem the two-body potential in configuration space is given
by [4],
V2(r) =
π3
2
9∑
n=1
Cn
(
Λ2
Λ2 − µ2n
)2 [
exp(−µnr)
r
−
exp(−Λr)
r
−
Λ2 − µ2n
2Λ
exp(−Λr)
]
, (13)
with Cn given by the real part of the last column in Table V of Ref. [4], Λ = 1 GeV, and
µn = n× 100 MeV. In momentum space we have,
V2(p2, p
′
2) =
π2
4p2p
′
2
9∑
n=1
Cn
(
Λ2
Λ2 − µ2n
)2{
ln
[
(p2 + p
′
2)
2 + µ2n
(p2 − p
′
2)
2 + µ2n
]
− ln
[
(p2 + p
′
2)
2 + Λ2
(p2 − p
′
2)
2 + Λ2
]
+
Λ2 − µ2n
Λ2 + (p2 + p
′
2)
2
−
Λ2 − µ2n
Λ2 + (p2 − p
′
2)
2
}
. (14)
With all these ingredients, we obtained a Ωd binding energy of 16.34 MeV measured with
respect to the ΩNN threshold. For comparison, the ΩN binding energy in this model is
only 0.3 MeV [4].
We also obtained the wave function of the ΩNN state and used it to calculate the
imaginary part of the eigenvalue using first-order perturbation theory as,
∆E =
〈Ψ | δV | Ψ〉
〈Ψ | Ψ〉
= −i 2.05 MeV . (15)
Using the same procedure we calculated the Coulomb energy as 0.85 MeV so that the final
value of the energy measured with respect to the ΩNN threshold is:
E = −17.19− i 2.05 MeV. (16)
The recent developments of interactions in the strange sector based on lattice QCD
together with our findings for the Ωd system are an indication that may serve as a motivation
for experimental searches. As discussed in Ref. [3] there exist already observables in heavy-
ion collisions that may unveil the existence of these states. We hope our theoretical studies
could help to design experiments where these lattice QCD based predictions could be tested.
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